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Introduction

• We are a team created under the auspices of TM Forum
• Due to healthy demand from its subscribers, we’ve been tasked with 

developing a model for “The Inventory of the Future” transformation
• We seek your expert opinions on:

1. How would you describe your inventory solutions currently 
2. What are your top few pain-points currently
3. Are you able to articulate your wish-list – what you want to achieve next
4. What might the future environment look like for inventory (eg say 5 years from 

now)? For example, will it still integrate with orchestration (resource allocation), 
fault management (enrichment, SIA, RCA, etc)? Will it manage a different style of 
network (eg massive sensor networks managed as a cohort, not individually)

• We’ll seek your guidance to steer us as we then build the model 
• Note that in this context, “Inventory” refers to PSR (Product, Service and 

not just the traditional Resource Inventory)
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Primary Objectives
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1. Speed – Can it identify insights quickly?

2. Flexibility – Can it adapt to any data modelling? 

3. Data Integrity – Can data quality checks be built-in?

4. Machine Assisted – Can it leverage algorithms?

5. Scale – Can it support dynamic, limitless growth?

6. Security – Can its data be well protected?

What does a Next-
Generation 

Inventory Solution 
Need?
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Problem Statements
• Due to large data volumes, query / response times can be slow

• High data quality levels are difficult / costly to achieve but have significant impact on the user experience and down-stream costs

• Inventory is used heavily for cross-linking with other data sources (eg events, services, performance, sentiment, etc), so high data quality is responsible for unlocking business 
value. The reverse is also true – poor data quality restricts the unlocking business value

• Inventory is often spread across multiple different sources throughout an organisation and isn’t suited to consolidation

• Data ingestion, reconciliation and manual audits can be challenging and expensive, especially across multiple domains

• It can be difficult to visualise inventory data at massive scale, particularly across geo and temporal views. They are better suited to drilling in and out to visualise localised data

• Visualising data across physical and logical layers and understanding the related connectivity is rarely intuitive, making fault diagnosis, network design and capacity planning tasks 
more difficult

• Most existing inventory solutions have dependencies on third-party platforms (eg AutoCAD, GIS, relational databases)

• Most inventory solutions have rigid, structured data models, reducing flexibility

• Most inventory solutions aren’t designed to cope with dynamic change in the network and can’t visualise dynamic allocation of infrastructure such as VM / VNF / VPC, nor 
understand capacity utilisation as a result

• Inventory is responsible for resource allocation during fulfilment flows, but differences in network models between domains can make it difficult to design consistent, intent-
based orchestration chains

• Most inventory solutions are designed to support single actions rather than actions at scale (eg bulk-loads, automated designs, etc), meaning there remain significant efficiency 
improvement opportunities

• Most inventory solutions have masses of baked-in functionality, much of which is irrelevant to most customers, but can make them non-intuitive to use (the Frankenstein effect of 
feature development)

• Coordinating the release of thick-client inventory tools (or related third-party software) is problematic

• UIs are feature-oriented, not workflow-oriented. They don’t allow for pre-defined processes (eg provisioning, incident triage / resolution, network design and planning, network 
capacity roll-out, etc)

• Data is often sliced by function, but roles often require data to be sliced differently (eg by domain, by customer, by SME specialisation)

• Transformations from old to new inventory models are extremely challenging across many dimensions (eg systems, data, infrastructure, organisation, project, complexity, etc). 
Need to consider an approach that doesn’t require a big-bang cutover (and all the implications of big-bang such as delayed release of business value, costs, risks, etc)

• A large number of outages relate to power supply, so an awareness of equipment and correlation to power feed data is important (PIA – Power Impact Analysis)
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What are the problems with current Inventory solutions
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Transformation

• The previous pages 
help us with 1.1, 1.2 
and 1.3

• Next, we have to 
determine the gaps 
(1.4)

• Then, what does the 
step-by-step 
transformation guide 
look like (an action plan 
for 1.5)

• The Inventory of the 
Future transformation
guide is the deliverable 
of this project
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Designing the Step-by-Step “Inventory of the Future Transformation Guide”
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